SUCCESS STORY

Manufacturing Company
Takes BDR to the next Level

THERE ARE MANY OPTIONS
IN THE SMB BACKUP
SPACE, BUT DATTO QUICKLY
ROSE TO THE TOP OF
MY LIST, HAVING MANY
DESIRABLE OPTIONS AT A
PRICE POINT THAT EVEN
OUR CFO THOUGHT WAS
REASONABLE.
Matthew Fex, IT Systems Administrator
Johnson Level & Tool

Matthew Fex is the IT Systems Administrator at
Johnson Level & Tool, a leading manufacturer of highquality measuring tools designed to help professional
tradesmen do their work more accurately, more
quickly and more reliably. It is Fex’s job to provide an
enterprise-grade IT environment for the company
utilizing both newly implemented technologies and
legacy hardware and applications. While Johnson
Level has been around for more than 68 years,
Matthew Fex ensures this isn’t reflected in the
company’s IT assets; he keeps everything related
to the firm’s IT as simple, modern and efficient as
possible.
Human Error Recovery Headaches
One major pain point for the IT professional was the process of recovering
files when employees accidentally delete them, which was becoming a regular
occurrence. Says Fex,“There was more than a couple times when someone
would come up to me and say, ‘I accidentally deleted this file off the file server
2 weeks ago.’ I’d have to explain to them that, unfortunately, you’re not going
to get that back.”
The company’s previous solution relied on an aging tape drive system, which
made recoveries difficult at best. Not only did the correct tape have to be
found and mounted, but a small amount of tapes meant that, after 7 days, you
were out of luck. “This coupled with the fact that our only off site storage was
a lunchbox taken home nightly with yesterday’s tape led me to look at more
modern solutions,” says Fex.

Upgrading Backups from Tape/RDX to Datto SIRIS
Fex went straight to Google and started searching. Many of the solutions he
found were very expensive. As a small-to-medium sized business, Johnson
Level needed a solution that matched its size and IT budget. Then Fex came
across Datto.“There are many options in the SMB backup space, but Datto
quickly rose to the top of my list, having many desirable options at a price
point that even our CFO thought was reasonable,” says Fex.
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Datto partnered the company with Invenio IT, a NYC-based IT services
company specializing in data protection and disaster recovery. “Invenio IT
dove into what we needed out of a backup and a BDR solution rather than
trying to fit our business into the confines of an off-the-shelf system,” says
Fex. After evaluating the manufacturing company’s needs, Invenio IT proposed
upgrading from Tape/RDX with BackupExec to the Datto SIRIS 2.

Datto Provides Peace of Mind
Since implementing the Datto solution, Matthew Fex no longer stresses out
about occasional employee slip ups. “Before Datto, I had to go through this
entire line process. Now, whenever I get the call that a file has gone missing,
I know that I can have it back on the job quickly and without any headaches.
It’s simple, it takes minutes and I don’t have to go anywhere or go through any
difficult processes.”

NOW I KNOW OUR DAILY
BACKUPS ARE SAFELY
SITTING OUT IN THE CLOUD
READY FOR ME TO GRAB IF
NECESSARY. I DON’T HAVE
TO THINK ABOUT IT.
Matthew Fex, IT Systems Administrator
Johnson Level & Tool

Datto has improved the company’s process for backing up. “Before Datto, I’d
have to physically walk into our server room and switch tapes out. I had to
take those tapes home with me just in case something happened. Now I know
our daily backups are safely sitting out in the cloud ready for me to grab if
necessary. I don’t have to think about it. Every hour on the hour they all back
up. I don’t have to sit home at night and wonder: Did we really back up today?”
He also feels confident in the face of hardware failure, malware or natural
disaster. “Should anything catastrophic occur, I sleep soundly knowing that we
can recover our servers to new hardware in the event of a physical failure or
even virtualize in the cloud until we get back on our feet.”
Matthew Fex found the solution he needed at the price he could afford. “I feel
like we are getting a solution that covers all the things that these $20K, $50K,
$100K solutions cover, but for a fraction of the price. The fantastic Datto SIRIS,
coupled with the helpful folks at Invenio IT has let me stop worrying about my
backups and disaster recovery plans to focus on more important things, such
as my morning coffee and keeping users from destroying the file server before
lunch.”

About Datto
Datto is an innovative provider of comprehensive backup, recovery, and
business continuity solutions used by thousands of managed service providers
worldwide. Datto’s 160+ PB purpose-built cloud and family of software and
hardware devices provide Total Data Protection everywhere business data
lives. Whether business data is on-prem in a physical or virtual server, in the
cloud, or in SaaS applications, only Datto offers end-to-end recoverability and
single-vendor accountability. Learn more at www.datto.com.
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